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Abstract
We put forth in this paper a geometrically motivated 3-D
motion error analysis which is capable of supporting investigation of global effect such as inherent ambiguities. The
error expression that we derive allows us to predict the exact conditions likely to cause ambiguities and how these
ambiguities vary with motion types such as lateral or forward motion. Our formulation, though geometrically motivated, is employed to model the effect of noise.

1 Introduction
Structure From Motion (SFM) problem has become a
central topic of computer vision and received increasing attention since 1980s. SFM problem is usually treated as two
subproblems, namely, the measurement of 2-D image displacement (correspondences) or velocity (optical ﬂow), and
the extraction of 3-D relative motion and structure information using as input the 2-D image measurements. Due
to the ill-conditioned nature of the ﬁrst subproblem, the
input to 3-D motion estimation algorithms inevitably contains errors. In view of such errors, most of the previous
error analysis on 3-D motion estimation [5, 6] related the
errors of the estimated 3-D motion parameters to the measurement errors in the ﬁrst subproblem. The errors are typically expressed as a high variance or a bias in the motion parameters through some statistical analysis or given
as empirical ﬁgures through some simulations. However,
few works have been contributed to a systematical characterization of the topology of the cost functions, which is
important if we are to understand the full range of the algorithms’ behaviour. Recently several studies have emerged in
this direction. Soatto and Brockett [9] attempted to achieve
optimal SFM (in differential approaches) by understanding
the error surface conﬁguration of the cost functions. They
noted the existence of a minimum at the opposite end of the
bas-relief valley (termed as rubbery ambiguity in their paper), and attributed it to the presence of noise, although their

simulation results showed that the minimum persisted with
noiseless input. The work of Fermüller and Aloimonos [4]
presented a geometrical-statistical investigation of the observability of 3-D motion. They studied the conditions on
errors in the motion estimates for the local minima on error
surface to arise.
In this paper, we propose an approach that lends itself
towards understanding the full behavior of 3-D motion estimation algorithms using optical ﬂow as input. Instead of
dealing with speciﬁc algorithms each using different optimization techniques, we study one class of algorithms based
on the weighted differential epipolar constraint. This class
includes most of the existing differential 3-D motion estimation algorithms. What permits an unifying view of these
different algorithms is a new optimization criterion to be
presented in this paper. This criterion allows us to develop
a simple and explicit expression for the residual errors of
the optimization functions in terms of the errors in the 3-D
motion estimates and enables us to predict the exact conditions likely to cause ambiguities. We also extend our analysis on inherent ambiguities to include the effect of noise
in the image measurements. Our investigation unravels the
impact a realistic anisotropic noise distribution can have on
the topology of the cost functions.

2 Differential Reprojection Criterion
In this paper, we denote the estimated parameters with
the hat symbol  and errors in the estimated parameters
with the subscript . Given a n-vector ×, ×Ñ is deﬁned as
the m-vector which consist of the ﬁrst     components of ×, × is deﬁned as the (n+1)-vector with  added as
the last component, and × is the associated skew-symmetric
matrix of ×. For any vector ×  ½  ¾ Ì , × represents
the vector ¾  ½ Ì which is perpendicular to × with the
same magnitude. A pinhole camera model with perspective projection is assumed as shown in Fig. 1; it is moving
with a translational velocity Ú     Ì and a rotational velocity Û    Ì . A point in the world produces an image point in the image plane which is  pix-
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proposed, which are basically different weighted versions
each driven by slightly different considerations based
of
on statistical analysis of noise [6, 8].
From Eq. (1), the reconstructed depth can be expressed
using the estimated motion parameters:



   
  
  


Figure 1. The image formation model.

  

els away from the optical center; if

 and
are the co-ordinates corresponding to and
respectively, we have: 
 . The focal length is
assumed to be known since we are dealing with calibrated
motion in this paper.
The image velocity due to camera motion is given by the
following familiar equation [6]:
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Eq. (1) can alternatively be written in terms of its components as:
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where is the number of image velocity measurement. We
ﬁrst focus on the case where the optical ﬂow input was
noise-free; thus we have used the term   in (3). Minimizamounts to a linear optimization problem which can
ing
be solved by a linear least square method. A well-studied
bias of the linear algorithms is that the estimated translation
will be biased towards the image center [5, 8]. In view of
this bias, a variety of non-linear cost functions have been



where  is an unit vector in the image plane representing a
direction. Substituting the recovered depth in Eq. (4) into
Eq. (1), we obtain the reprojected (estimated) ﬂow ﬁeld, de , as follows:
noted by 

  





  
 

 
  

(5)

The difference between the original optical ﬂow and the reprojected ﬂow can thus be expressed as:



     

(6)
 
  
  
   and 
   ,   
where 

     . We can deﬁne a cost function

 based on the reprojected ﬂow difference:

(2)


where (
) = ( 
 ) is the focus of expansion
(FOE). We deﬁne 

 and 

 , where  and  are the components of
the ﬂow due to translation and rotation respectively. Since
only the direction of the translation can be recovered from
 for the case of general
the ﬂow ﬁeld, we can set
) will be
motion; the case of pure lateral motion (
discussed separately where required.
A 3-D motion estimation algorithm based on the differential epipolar constraint trys to ﬁnd motion estimates that
minimize the following cost function [1]:

(4)
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A comparison of Eq. (3) with Eq. (7) reveals that  is a
weighted version of
with the weight given by the projection of    on the direction  . It can be shown that various weighted differential epipolar constraints differ mainly
in the choice of  [10]. For instance, the choice of the
 ) results in
“epipolar reconstruction” direction (

the cost function presented in [8]. It follows that  can
be seen as a scheme unifying the various weighted epipolar
constraints. Therefore, to understand the behavior of these
SFM algorithms based on weighing the epipolar constraint,
one can focus on studying the differential reprojection criterion. All these algorithms inherit properties from the differential reprojection criterion; in particular, much of the
ambiguity conditions of these algorithms are common and
can be studied by looking at the numerator of  .







3 Inherent Ambiguities



We express  in terms of the various component errors in the 3-D motion estimates. Substituting   
  
 ¼   ¼    ,   
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¼  

we have:

 

¼  and
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into (7),



 



(8)
For notational convenience, we omit the subscript  in the
expression of  ; We denote the expression contained in
    , and the vectors
the outer bracket of (8) as  



 ¼    ¼ 
and   ¼  ¼    as 
and  respectively. We also adopt the terminology that for
the vectors  and  ,   and   denote the  order
component with respect to and  ; thus we have:
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ture points. Intuitively,  will be more perpendicular to
 when both   and   are perpendicular to   . This
relationship can be illustrated with the diagram shown in
can be regarded as a perturbation
Fig. 2. The vector 
to the vector   , and similarly,  and   can be regarded as perturbations to   and   . However, if the
feature points are sufﬁciently evenly distributed (such that
the vectors  are evenly spread on either side of   and
the sum of vectors  and   are evenly spread on either
side of   and   ), and the distribution of depth is
symmetrical with respect to the   direction, making  
and   perpendicular to   is a reasonable choice for the
minimization of  . Thus we have
¼

(9)

¼







. The last item   in the above


equation denotes the depth dependent term  ¼  ¼  .
To visualize the residual error surface, it is easier to deal
with a 3-D surface. We use for this purpose the translation
error surface, which is described parametrically with two
free variables, the estimated FOE ¼  ¼ . We know that
given this hypothesized FOE, the rotation variables can be
solved in terms of the estimated FOE so as to minimize  .
The residual error  can thus be obtained for each FOE
candidate, describing the entire residual surface completely.
We ﬁrst make some assumptions on the distribution of feature points and depth. We assume that the feature points are
evenly distributed in the image plane, as is the distribution
of the “depth-scaled feature points”    . An analysis on
how the error surface will be affected when these assumptions do not hold can be found in [10].
Eq. (8) shows that for any given data set   , the
residual error is a function of the true FOE, the estimated
FOE and the error in the rotation estimates. Evidently, ambiguities would arise when the errors in the motion estimates satisfy the following conditions to make the numer     vanish: a) making   small and b)
ator of  
making  and  perpendicular to each other. The second condition is generally not satisﬁable at all points of the
image; thus making   small (condition a) contributes towards ambiguity. Notice that Making   small does not
contribute towards ambiguity if we have suitably normalized  with the term in the denominator. We thus can make
the following observations:
1). When the estimated FOE moves towards inﬁnity, the
direction of  approaches that of   , which is constant.
Pointing towards a constant direction represents a necessary
condition for  and  to be perpendicular to each other.
2). From the expression of  , we can see that   and
  are pointing towards constant directions for all the fea-





¼

¼



¼
¼

(10)
(11)

Eq. (10) imposes a constraint on the direction of the estimated translation, namely, the three points ¼  ¼ , ¼  ¼ 
and   should lie on a straight line. We henceforth refer
to this constraint as the Translation Direction (TDir) constraint. Eq. (11) imposes a constraint on the direction of
 , which shall be henceforth referred to as the Rotation
Error Direction (RDir) constraint.

Figure 2. Geometry of  and  .
3). Since  cannot be made exactly perpendicular to  ,
small   will help to reduce the numerator term of  .
Obviously, small   can be achieved by having small errors in the motion estimates. Alternatively, since   and
  are pointing towards constant direction, they can be
made to approximately cancel off each other by an appropriate choice in the errors in the motion estimates:








¼

¼



(12)

where  is the average scaled depth of the scene in view.
In view of its constraint on the magnitude of  , we refer
to this constraint as the Rotation Magnitude (RMag) constraint, although it also implies directional constraint given

by    ¼¼ . Comparing with (11), it is evident that RDir

and RMag can hold simultaneously only if TDir also holds.
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4). Ø¾ ½ and Ø¾ ¾ are determined by  and  ,  respectively. Under general scene, there is no way for Ø¾ ½ and
Ø¾ ¾ to be canceled off with other terms; Û has to be
small for Ø¾ ½ and Ø¾ ¾ to be small. In this sense, Ø¾ ½ and
Ø¾ ¾ contribute to accurate estimation of rotation; unfortunately, their effects are weak unless the ﬁeld of view is large.
In view of the subsidiary role of the constraint it exerts on
the magnitude of the rotation errors, we term it as RMag2
constraint. Another important fact about Ø¾ ¾ is that it will
be exactly perpendicular to Ø½ (independent of the feature
points co-ordinates) when Ø½ ¼  . Therefore, RMag2
constraint will be ineffective on the magnitude of  and 
when the estimated FOE coincides with the origin.
One of the well known phenomenon in motion perception is the bas-relief ambiguity [9]. It amounts to a valley
on the translation error surface, along a straight line deﬁned
by the true FOE and the image center. We term this straight
line the bas-relief line and this valley the bas-relief valley.
From the above observations, apparently TDir is the direct
reason for the formation of such a valley. Since the motion
estimates are more likely to reside along the bas-relief valley, a detailed proﬁling of the shape of the bas-relief valley
is important. Due to the constraint of space, a detailed analysis is not presented here, which can be found in [10]. The
general ﬁnding is that the coupling of translational error and
rotational error results in the formation of a local minimum
on the opposite side of the true FOE within the bas-relief
valley. The exact location and the “depth” of the local minimum depends on various factors, including the type of the
true translation, FOV, focal length, etc. The major ﬁndings
obtained so far are summarized as follows:
Rotation error —The rotation errors satisfy the following
 and   ¼¼ when motion ambiconstraints: 
guities arise. The magnitude of the rotation error may be
further subject to Eq. (12), but this constraint weakens as
the true and the estimated FOE approach inﬁnity. In particular, when the estimated translation approaches inﬁnity,
the RMag constraint is not needed anymore and only the
RMag2 constraint is operative, which tends to make the rotation estimates close to the true solution. Another inﬂuential factor is FOV. Under large FOV, accurate rotation estimation is expected. On the other hand, when FOV is small,
the rotation parameters are estimated with difﬁculties.
Translation error —Bas-relief valley is the major characteristic of the error surface; Along the bas-relief valley, there
is a local minimum at the opposite side of the global minimum with respect to the origin, which we called the opposite minimum. The location and the depth of the opposite
minimum is determined by several factors. In particular,
the opposite minimum will be further away from the image
center and its residual value smaller when the FOV is small
and the true translation is largely lateral.
Type of translation —The type of translation has impor-

tant inﬂuence on the conﬁguration of the residual error surface. Under largely forward translation, the estimation of
both translation and rotation is relatively accurate unless the
feature points are locally clustered resulting in strong local
minima within the image plane. In contrast, the SFM algorithms are more likely to give erroneous motion estimation
when the true translation is largely lateral. However, as we
point out in [2], as far as the depth recovery is concerned,
translation that is largely lateral results in depth distortion
that has nice properties such as the preservation of relief.
We perform simulations on synthetic images to both visualize and verify the predictions obtained from the preceding theory. These simulations were carried out based
on the “epipolar reconstruction” scheme. As discussed in
the preceding section, we use the translation error surface
for visualization purpose. The residuals were plotted over
the whole FOE search space, subtending the entire hemisphere in front of the image plane. We used visual angle
in degree rather than pixel as the FOE search step; thus
the co-ordinates in the plots were not linear in the pixel
unit. Unless otherwise stated, the synthetic experiments
have the following parameters: the focal length was 512
pixels which meant a FOV of approximately  ; there
were 200 object points whose depths ranged randomly from
512 to 1536 pixels; feature points were also distributed randomly over the image plane; true rotational parameters were
  .

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3. Inﬂuence of true translations and
FOV on the residual error images.

Fig. 3 shows the residual error images for different translations. Translational parameters     for Fig. 3(a),
(b), and (d) are   ,    and    respectively and for Fig. 3(c), (e) and (f) are all   . FOV
was  for (e),  for (f) and  for the others. It can
be seen that the bas-relief valley becomes more obvious
when the translation changed from being purely forward to
being purely lateral. Since the feature points distribution
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were (roughly) even, the TDir constraint was a line passing through the image center and the true FOE. This can
be clearly seen from Fig. 3(b)–(f) where the translation was
not purely forward. Distinct local minima were centered
around the true FOE and somewhere on the opposite side of
the image center. The opposite minimum disappeared (or
merged with the global minimum) for pure forward motion
(Fig. 3(a)). As the global minimum moved towards the inﬁnity, so did the opposite minimum. The “false” minimum
on the opposite side was much shallower than the “true”
minimum in the case of non-lateral motion and can hardly
be seen from Fig. 3(f) (numerical data do show the existence of the opposite minimum), but in Fig. 3(d) under lateral motion they are almost equal in depth. By looking at
the numerical values of the simulation data, we also found
that for all the FOE candidates, the errors in the estimated
rotational parameters were such that Eq. (11) held, while
for the rotational estimates around the opposite minimum,
we further have their magnitudes satisfying Eq. (12). Under
lateral motion (Fig. 3(d)), those candidates with the smallest
residuals were either the true translation or the translation in
the opposite direction, while the estimated rotation satisﬁed
 . Not surprisingly, we found that for these can

didates, the magnitudes of  were quite arbitrary (though
small) since the RMag constraint is ineffective. Fig. 3 also
shows the inﬂuence of FOV on the residual error images. In
our simulations, larger FOV was obtained by ﬁxing the image size and decreasing the focal length. Thus, under larger
    would be closer to the imFOV the true FOE  

age center with the same translational velocity    .
It can be seen that the opposite minimum in Fig. 3(e) was
prominent with small residual value, while in Fig. 3(f), the
opposite minimum was almost invisible.

we investigate the behavior of 3-D motion estimation algorithms under the effects of speciﬁc noise types.
Isotropic noise models have been frequently used for
noise analysis in the computer vision community. However
isotropic noise models are often unrealistic. We thus focus
on anisotropic noise models. A simple anisotropic noise
model is one where the noise added to each ﬂow depends
on the ﬂow itself. Speciﬁcally, for each noiseless ﬂow we
add a noise whose horizontal and vertical components are
Gaussian with standard deviations proportional to the horizontal and vertical components of the noiseless ﬂow respectively. With this model, the noise tends to point towards the
same direction as the noiseless ﬂow. Such a model receives
partial theoretical support from [3].

(a)

Û

4 Inﬂuence of Noise
In practice, optical ﬂow is always estimated with some
noise. We express the noise-corrupted ﬂow  as:

Ô

Ô

Ô Ô  Ô         

(13)

where   is the ﬂow component caused by noise. It follows
that the noise-corrupted cost function, denoted as  , can
be obtained as follows:
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(b)

Figure 4. Residual error images for the ﬂow
ﬁelds with anisotropic noise.

The effect of noise under this model shows a strong directional anisotropy; this is especially so for the case where
the noiseless ﬂow ﬁeld itself is also predominant in certain
direction. Let us denote this direction as  . This effect
of such anisotropy is most signiﬁcant at the periphery of
the plots where the FOE estimates are far away from image
  approximately pointing in
center and have   
the same direction. When this direction is parallel to  , the
contribution of the second term in Eq. (14) would be small,
and vice versa. The effect of the third term in Eq. (14) is
also strongly direction-dependent, although the dependence
is more complex. Sufﬁce it to say that the resultant residual
error images have their local minima being pulled towards
the  direction and the periphery of the plots. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where numbers of feature points were
    for (a) and
2000 for (a) and 800 for (b) and
   for (b).
       and noise
level was  for all the images in Fig. 4. It can be seen
from Fig. 4 that the inﬂuence of a  anisotropic noise is
signiﬁcant. For the case of Fig. 4(a), the noise was biased
towards the direction 
   . We can see that
the bas-relief valley was “pulled” towards the  direction.
For the case of forward motion (Fig. 4(b)), the value of 
is    . We can see a clear minima strip formed outside the image plane with the global minimum perturbed
to   . The implication of the above is that while
true rotation parameters do not explicitly appear in the expression of  , their values can inﬂuence the performance

Ò

Ò

Ò

Ú

Û

Ú

Ò

(14)

 consists of three terms. The ﬁrst term is that of the
noise-free case. The second term is always zero or positive,
whereas the last term can be positive or negative. Next,
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Ò

Ò

of 3-D motion estimation algorithms by indirectly affecting
the distribution of noise. Such phenomenon is often observed in practice, the result being that the FOE cannot be
reliably estimated when the rotation is dominant.
We carry out experiments on computer generated and
real images so as to verify the various predictions made.
Three familiar image sequences were used. The parameters
of these sequences are listed in Table 1. Relatively dense
optical ﬂow ﬁelds (around 3000 feature points for each sequence) were obtained using Lucas’s method [7]. Again,
the estimated epipolar direction was adopted as the direction for depth reconstruction.
Table 1. The parameters of image sequences
Size

300
316
256256



Trans

Rot (

 ¿)

COKE

300

439.4

¼  ¼     

(0.6,0.6,4)

YNC

252

337.5

¼  ¼    

(0.2,1.6,-0.2)

309.0

        

(-20.3,28.4,0)

SOFA1

cussed above. As for the case of lateral motion in SOFA1,
the anisotropic noise also inﬂuences the direction of the basrelief valley. As can be seen in Fig. 5(i), the bas-relief valley was pulled towards the average optical ﬂow direction,
which was roughly horizontal. While the numerical values
of the simulation data with synthetic images in Section 3
showed that under all conﬁgurations except the planar case,
 was invariably estimated with high accuracy for all the
FOE candidates, this was not the case for real images. As
far as « and ¬ were concerned, the numerical values also
showed that the corresponding RDir and RMag constraints
were signiﬁcantly modiﬁed, possibly due to the presence of
non-isotropic noise.

5 Conclusion
We have developed a geometrically motivated motion error analysis method which is capable of depicting the topological structures of the various optimization cost functions.
The motion error conﬁgurations likely to cause ambiguities
were made clear, under noiseless and noisy conditions and
under different motion types.
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